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1ª Evaluación 
Identifies vocabulary related to the classroom, autumn and winter. 
Identifies number 1 and associates it with its quantity. 
Identifies basic shapes: circle and square. 
Identifies colours: red and yellow. 
Repeats songs, chants and riddles.  
Shows interest during the class. 
Enjoys the English Corner activity. 
Participates actively during the Magic Dragon Phonics class. 
 
Circuito  
Carries out the crawling movement properly. 
Carries out the dragging movement. 
Carries out the going forwards movement properly. 
Enjoys the class. 
 
 
 
 
2ª Evaluación 
Identifies vocabulary related to the body, farm and means of transport. 
Identifies numbers 2 and 3 and associates them with their quantities. 
Identifies basic shapes: triangle and rectangle. 
Identifies colours: green and blue. 
Understands basic classroom commands. 
Participates actively during the class 
Enjoys the English Corner activity. 
Participates actively during the Magic Dragon Phonics class. 
 

Circuito 
Carries out basic equilibrium movements properly. 
Carries out the rolling movement properly. 
Carries out jumping with feet together. 
Enjoys the class. 
 
 
 



3ª Evaluación 
Identifies vocabulary related to spring, food and summer. 
Identifies numbers 4 and 5 and associates them with their quantities. 
Identifies basic shapes: triangle and rectangle. 
Identifies colours: black and white. 
Answers simple questions. 
Takes part actively in the class. 
Enjoys the English Corner activity. 
Participates actively during the Magic Dragon Phonics class. 
 
Circuito 
Carries out simple aerobic movements properly. 
Carries out the forward somersault movement properly. 
Carries out the action of rolling a ball on the floor. 
Enjoys the class. 
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1ª Evaluación 
Produces vocabulary related to school, autumn, leaves and fruits, and Christmas. 
Identifies and associates numbers from 0 to 4 with their quantities. 
Identifies basic shapes: circle, square, triangle and rectangle. 
Understands basic classroom commands. 
Answers simple questions about himself/herself. 
Shows interest during the class. 
Takes part in the class. 
Enjoys and takes part in the English Corner activity. 
Participates actively during the Magic Dragon Phonics class. 

 
Circuito 

Carries out the crawling movement properly. 
Carries out the dragging movement properly. 
Walks forward properly. 
Enjoys the class. 
 



2ª Evaluación 
Produces vocabulary related to the senses, wild animals and means of communication. 
Identifies and associates numbers from 0 to 7 with their quantities. 
Identifies a rhombus. 
Understands basic classroom commands. 
Answers simple questions. 
Shows interest during the class. 
Takes part actively in the class. 
Enjoys and takes part in the English Corner activity. 
Participates actively during the Magic Dragon Phonics class. 
 

Circuito 

Carries out the rolling movement properly. 
Carries out the taking off movement properly. 
Carries out basic equilibrium movements properly. 
Enjoys the class. 
 

3ª Evaluación 
Produces vocabulary related to spring, food, and the city and the country. 
Identifies and associates numbers from 0 to 10 with their quantities. 
Counts from 0 to 10. 
Uses different expressions and carries out instructions (asks for help, talks about something that happened, gives simple instructions). 
Answers simple questions. 
Shows interest during the class. 
Takes part in the class. 
Enjoys and takes part in the English Corner activity. 
Participates actively during the Magic Dragon Phonics class. 
 

Circuito 
Carries out simple aerobics movements properly. 
Carries out the forward somersault movement properly. 
Carries out ball throwing, ball reception and ball bouncing movements properly. 
Enjoys the class. 
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1ª Evaluación 
Produces vocabulary related to the different areas of a school, autumn and trees, family and Christmas.  
Identifies and associates numbers from 0 to 5 with their quantities. 
Counts from 0 to 30. 
Identifies and uses ordinal numbers: 1st, 2nd and 3rd.  
Identifies a pentagon. 
Understands messages, stories, descriptions, explanations and different information. 
Uses different expressions and carries out instructions (asks for help, talks about something that happened, gives simple instructions). 
Associates unit vocabulary with its written word. 
Shows interest and participates in class. 
Takes part in the class. 
Enjoys and takes part in the English Corner activity. 
Participates actively during the Magic Dragon Phonics class. 
 
Circuito 
Carries out the dragging movement properly. 
Carries out the going forwards movement properly. 
Carries out the going backwards movement properly. 
Carries out the lateral movement properly.  

Carries out the brachiation movement properly. 
Enjoys the class. 
 
2ª Evaluación 
Produces vocabulary related to the body and healthy habits, animals and professions.  
Identifies and associates numbers from 0 to10 with their quantities. 
Counts from 0 to 60. 
Identifies a hexagon. 
Uses different expressions and carries out instructions (asks for help, talks about something that happened, gives simple instructions). 
Associates unit vocabulary with its written word. 
Shows interest and takes part in the class. 
Enjoys and takes part in the English Corner activity. 
Participates actively during the Magic Dragon Phonics class. 
 
Circuito 
Carries out the rolling movement properly. 
Carries out jumping movements properly: jumping with feet together and hopping. 
Carries out basic movements in equilibrium properly. 
Enjoys the class. 



3ª Evaluación 
Produces vocabulary related to plants, food and city life.  
Uses the oral language as a convenient way of communicating with peers and adults. 
Counts from 0 to 100. 
Associates unit vocabulary with its written word. 
Shows interest and takes part in the class. 
Enjoys and takes part in the English Corner activity. 
Participates actively during the Magic Dragon Phonics class. 
 
 
Circuito 
Carries out simple aerobic movements correctly. 
Carries out forward somersault movements. 
Carries out ball throwing, ball reception and ball bouncing exercise properly.  
Enjoys the class. 
 

 
 
 
 


